MEMORANDUM : TO ALL POEA EMPLOYEES

SUBJECT : LABOR DAY CELEBRATION
MAY 1, 1993

DATE : 28 APRIL 1994

For the first time in the history of the Labor Movement, the overseas employment sector will be participating in its Labor Day Celebration. Since POEA is a close partner of the overseas workers, all POEA employees are invited to join the overseas workers contingent which will march from T. M. Kalaw St. cor. Taft Avenue to the Ninoy Aquino Stadium.

Assembly time will be 7:30 in the morning.

Let us show our solidarity with the overseas workers by joining them during the celebration of Labor Day on May 1, 1993.

The Division Chiefs, Managers and the Directorate shall receive an invitation and will be seated at the hard court section. The POEA Rank and File shall be joining the workers at the designated box and bleacher section.

For information.

FELICISIMO DE JOSON, JR.
Administrator